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Profile I am a Software Tester with over 1 year of experience in a variety of IT 
areas. I have a solid understanding of software development life cycles, 
test plans, scripting and debugging. My experience includes developing 
and executing test scripts, tracking defects, and reporting results. I have 
experience in both manual and automated testing and have worked on 
projects that involved web applications, mobile applications and desktop 
applications. I am highly organized and detail-oriented and I am familiar 
with various software testing tools. I am a team player and have excellent 
communication skills which enable me to collaborate effectively with 
colleagues, stakeholders and clients.

Employment History Senior Software Tester at QualiTest Group, UT
Sep 2022 - Present

• Developed and implemented a new automated testing suite 
for QualiTest Group’s flagship software product that resulted in 
significant cost savings of over $50,000 per year.

• Identified major security vulnerabilities within the system 
architecture which allowed malicious attackers to gain access; 
reported findings directly to senior management resulting in an 
improved secure environment with no successful attacks since 
implementation.

• Spearheaded development process improvements by creating 
detailed technical documentation leading to overall reduction of QA 
cycle time from 30 days down to 15 days while maintaining high 
quality standards across all products tested.

• Assisted customer service team on escalated support tickets where 
complex bugs were identified and successfully resolved – reducing 
total ticket resolution times by 20%.

Software Tester at Elan Insight, UT
Jul 2022 - Jul 2022

• Conducted manual testing for Elan Insight’s flagship product, 
increasing its usability by 20%.

• Developed detailed test plans and scripts to ensure quality assurance 
standards were met in all projects. This led to a 10% reduction of 
system errors during the development process.

• Automated regression tests on new features before release, resulting 
in an overall 30% improvement of user experience across multiple 
platforms.

• Identified over 50 bugs throughout various stages of software 
implementation which improved customer satisfaction scores by 
15%.

Education Bachelor of Science in Software Testing at Brigham Young 
University, Provo, UT
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